NORTH OF ENGLAND FOOTBALL ACADEMY
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PROSPECTUS 202

Full-time football & education programme for 16 – 18 year olds*

#creatingfootballingfutures
*See inside for full eligibility details
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WELCOME TO
NEFA
The purpose of the North of England Football
Academy (NEFA) is to provide the very best
full-time football education programme
for players to give them the very best
opportunity to improve, develop and stay in
the game we all love, for as long as possible.
Since 2016 NEFA has helped to educate
hundreds over boys in their full time football
& education programme.
NEFA was founded in 2016 by the owner of
award-winning education provider, LifeSkills,
Spencer Fearn, and UK football industry
professional, Ryan McKnight. Both have a
vast amount of experience in club ownership,
coaching, playing and management in
professional and semi-professional football.
NEFA is the sister company of one of the UK’s
leading private learning providers, LifeSkills,
who have educated over 20,000 students
since its formation in 2002 and were rated
‘Good’ in their most recent Ofsted report.
NEFA operates against a mantra of
#creatingfootballingfutures, where the
opportunity for players, (whether playing or
not), to remain in the game is fundamental to
our existence.
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The College Pathway Programme sees the opportunity for 16-18 year old
boys to combine full-time professional football development alongside
full-time education courses with our learning partner, LifeSkills. There are
a variety of education courses to choose from depending on your own
academic ability. If you’re planning to work towards UCAS points and
University then our BTEC Level 3 in Sport is for you.
If you’re interested in more trade related courses, then our programmes
in Motor Vehicle or Construction will be more suited. We also offer courses
in Business and Health & Social Care. More info can be found in this
prospectus.
We are passionate about helping you work towards your educational goals
alongside giving you the chance to develop as footballer.
Your football development is not done. You can play better and for longer.
We’ll help you get there whilst building you the education required to stay in
the game regardless.

www.nefa.co.uk
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THE PROGRAMME
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A FUTURE ROLE IN FOOTBALL?
Working towards a career in the football industry is exciting and there are lots of ways to stay in the same
through the varying roles that exist within clubs and the surrounding stakeholders.
Performance roles: Professional player, Semi-Professional player, Coach, Manager, Analyst, Scout, Head of
Recruitment, Academy Manager
Medical / Fitness roles: Physio, Therapist, Masseur, Nutritionist, Psychologist, Doctor, Strength and
Conditioning Coach.
Admin / Commercial roles: Club Secretary, Marketing Officer, Commercial Assistant, Commercial Director,
Finance assistant, Financial Director, Human Resources Officer, Safeguarding Officer, Ticket Office
assistant/manager, Supporter Liaison Officer.
Grounds/Maintenance jobs: Groundsman, Head of Maintenance, Safety Officer, Steward, Turnstile Operator

Throughout your time at NEFA we will teach more
about these roles, what’s required to work within each
of them and a pathway to work towards should you
wish to pursue any of them.

www.nefa.co.uk
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A LIFE IN SPORT
( G D P, J O B S , S E C T O R S )
Why work towards a future in Football?

Over

2,000,000

Over

100,000K

participants are in
football annually
across all ages

the amount of
jobs supported
in the UK Football
industry

2,000,000
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the amount of
people estimated
to work in sport
across the EU

the amount
of leagues
supporting fulltime professional
football in the UK

800%

the percentage increase
in taxes the government
has received from the
Premier League since the
turn of the century.

Now £8bn annually

30+

different job roles
in UK Football

£22billion
the value of the
European football
industry

135+

Number of fully
professional
leagues globally

The above statistics were sourced from:
statista.com | premierleague.com |
deloitte.com | ec.europa.eu | jobs4football.com
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WHERE WE’RE
BASED
The North of England Football Academy is
based at the fantastic Phoenix Sports Centre
on the border of Rotherham and Sheffield in
South Yorkshire.
With 4 full sized pitches laid out across 2 fields,
the Phoenix Sports Club has what is probably
the most comprehensive array of pitches
in the area, all of which are maintained to a
standard that arguably means the site can
boast some of the best playing conditions in
the region. In addition, the main match pitch
is a fenced off playing area designated for
matches only and fits the criteria for all levels
of youth, college and university football.
The site also has a gym, squash courts,
restaurant, golf course, snooker/pool hall.

The fantastic Phoenix Spor ts Centre
www.nefa.co.uk
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THE
FOOTBALL PROGRAMME
Who is this programme for?
If you’re a player that has ambitions of developing your game to its maximum and to play at the very best level you can, then you need
to be in a full-time environment. You also need to be with professional coaches within a recognised coaching programme that delivers
results.
Our training and games programme is built around your academic study to give you the perfect balance and environment to maximise
your development with us. The NEFA programme delivers the following:
• Full time coaching (minimum of 3 coaching sessions plus games programme per week)
• Competitive games programme (National League Youth Alliance, AoC College League, Foundation Academy League plus friendlies
against Academies)
• Individualised player development programme (with weekly and monthly reviews)
• Training Sessions and Games all recorded with team and individual player clips available
• Use of GPS data
• Individualised Strength and Conditioning programme
• Programme to develop your football industry and game knowledge
• Professional team environment
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KEY
PRINCIPLES
NEFA has a very clear purpose and our values of Commitment, Honesty and Respect set the scene perfectly about why and how we exist.
Our six key principles below are what we do to bring those to life.
Our key principles:
• Raise the bar. Begin with the end in mind, have high expectations of everyone in the organization and keep your eye on the prize.
• Purposely create an environment in which the players feel out of their comfort zone, so they must constantly adapt (train on a bumpy field,
field with long grass, sandy field etc.) Players must learn to deal with failure and discomfort to help them grow and expand their comfort zone.
• Stimulate creativity and solution-focused thinking. Players must make mistakes and learn by exploring what works and what doesn’t.
Coaches ask questions for players to think about and answer. Coaches refrain from giving answers and solutions.
• Each player has the responsibility to describe what they want to learn. The coach’s task is to get to know the person and learn what
motivates them.
• Players need to learn to live like a top-level athlete with a focus on proper training, nutrition and rest.
• A growth mindset. Create an environment where players and staff believe that, with the right effort, everything can be developed.

www.nefa.co.uk
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NEFA TECHNOLOGY
NEFA uses some of the most cutting edge and innovative tech solutions to help analyse player performance. All of this data is individualised
and fed back into the players on a weekly basis providing an incredible resource for both the coaches and players to measure and
understand progress.
The two main tools we use are the Veo video system and the PlayerTek GPS data tracking system

Veo is a portable solution that enables sports teams to record and analyse matches
and training sessions without the need for a camera operator.

PlayerTek is designed to take NEFA’s player monitoring to the next level.
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NEFA uses Hudl to provide individual game/training and self development clips/videos to players. This is a vital part of the development
process.

www.nefa.co.uk
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THE
EDUCATION
PROGRAMME
The College Pathway offers the following courses (all are completed on a full-time basis). the educational elements are delivered
by our learning partner, LifeSkills.
Students attend for 16 hours per week over a four day period, which works around the football based programme. All of our
programmes help you develop your English and Maths and improve your grades where needed. You will also get the chance to
get some local work experience and help you put what you have learnt on the course into practice and get that vital experience
on to your CV.
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BTEC Level 3 in Sport
Do you love sport and football? Thinking about making a career working in sport but not sure you have the skills? We can help you!
This level 3 course not only gives you a great qualification but also gives you the opportunity to gain enough UCAS points to move onto
a degree in the future.
All students on the Level 3 qualification also complete a Level 2 fitness instructing qualification.
Level 3 BTEC National Diploma in Sport, Fitness and personal training content includes:
• Careers in the sport and leisure industry
• Health, wellbeing and sport
• Fitness skills development
• Nutrition for physical performance
• Fitness Testing and training
Level 2 certificate in Fitness instructing course includes:
• Principles of Exercise and Fitness
• Health and safety in a fitness environment
• Supporting clients who exercise
• Planning gym based exercise
• Instructing gym based exercise.
Whichever course you take there are some excellent progression routes available:
• Go to university
• Progress into employment in a sports related field, perhaps as a coach or instructor
• Put the coaching you have had into practice and take your football career to the next level.

www.nefa.co.uk
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Construction Study Programme
If you like the idea of learning a trade to work in the construction industry, then our course is the perfect start for you. All courses are
personalised to the individual with a core learning of Employability and Personal Development, Health and Safety and Functional Skills
in Maths and English. You will receive expert training in bricklaying, plastering (Rotherham only), plumbing, carpentry and painting and
decorating.
Your exact duties will vary with employers, but include:
• ground working – marking out and digging trenches for foundations and drains
• form working – putting up panels that hold setting concrete in place
• steel fixing – bending and fixing bars used to reinforce concrete structures
• steel piling – joining steel sheets to form temporary retaining walls for excavations
• concreting – laying concrete for foundations, floors and beams
• road working – laying kerbs, paving and resurfacing.
What an employer may be looking for:
• knowledge of building and construction
• the ability to be thorough and pay attention to detail
• the ability to use, repair and maintain machines and tools
• the ability to work well with your hands
• the ability to work well with others
• patience and the ability to remain calm in stressful situations
• the ability to accept criticism and work well under pressure
• knowledge of Maths
The LifeSkills Construction study programme will help you develop these skills and prepare you for the next step in your construction
career. Once you have completed the course you could go on to a higher level course or apprenticeship or decide to specialise in a
particular trade. You could work in a workshop, at a client’s business, on a construction site or at a client’s home. Once fully qualified
you could earn between £14,000 to £40,000 a year, depending on your trade and experience.
So no matter what type of business you want to work in, the Construction study programme could be your first step in helping
you get your first job or getting an apprenticeship.
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Motor Vehicle
Do you like working on cars or motorcycles? Want to learn how they work and how to fix them? Whether it’s for a career or just as an
interest, the motor vehicle course could be just the thing for you. You will learn about different types of vehicles (motor-cycle units are
optional), and learn basic mechanics. As a motor mechanic your duties will depend upon where your work placement takes place but
could include:
• talking to customers about their vehicle’s problems
• finding and diagnosing faults using hand tools or a computer
• advising customers on what repairs are needed
• estimating time and costs for jobs
• repairing and replacing faulty parts
• road testing vehicles to check repairs
• carrying out scheduled servicing and maintenance
• fitting accessories like stereos and alarms
• checking stock levels and parts
• updating vehicle service records.
What will a potential employer be looking for?
• the ability to use, repair and maintain machines and tools
• the ability to be thorough and pay attention to detail
• problem-solving skills
• the ability to use your initiative
• persistence and determination
• the ability to work well with others
• knowledge of engineering science and technology
• customer service skills
• to be able to use a computer and the main software packages competently.
The qualifications are recognised by the motor industry, so if you complete the level 2 qualification you will be all set to get a job,
apprenticeship or go onto further training.
The LifeSkills Motor Mechanics study programme will help you develop these skills and prepare you for the next step into your
career. Once you have completed the course you could go onto an apprenticeship or get a job. With experience, you could become
a senior technician, workshop supervisor or garage manager and could earn between £18,000 to £45,000 a year, depending on
your role and experience.
www.nefa.co.uk
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Health and Social Care
If you are interested in a career in looking after and caring for children, young people and adults, then this could be the course for you.
The level one and level two courses will develop your knowledge and awareness of the types of jobs and provision in the Health, Social
Care and Children’s and Young People’s sector.
Understand the role played by workers in the sector, including principles and values through to health and
safety and working with others. Develop core knowledge relevant to health and social care, alongside
generic employability skills which are needed both in the health and social care sector and across other
business sectors.
There are options to take units in more specialised areas such as learning disability, sensory loss or
mental health. The level one course does not qualify you to work but does provide a starting point for
deciding whether a career in the sector is right for you. The qualification also
supports progression to Level 2 qualifications in health, social care or children’s
settings and provides learners with the opportunity to progress to employment,
in due course, in a range of job roles in the care sectors or support your
progression into a Level 3 course or apprenticeship.
The LifeSkills Health and Social Care study programme is designed to help you
develop these skills and prepare you for whatever career path you choose to
follow. You may want to work with children or adults or specialise in a particular
area. Once you have completed the course you could go on to a higher level
course, apprenticeship, get a job or decide to specialise in a particular area
and look to earn £14,000 – £30,000 a year, depending on your role and
experience.
All of our programmes are designed to help you develop your English and Maths and improve your grades where needed. You will
also get the chance to get some local work experience and help you put what you have learnt on the course into practice and get
that vital experience on to your CV.
So no matter what type of business you want to work in, the Health and Social study programme could be your first step in helping
you get your first job or getting an apprenticeship.
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Business Administration
So you want to work in an office?
Effective administration is key to the success of any business. Administrators handle the day-to-day tasks in an office and make sure
things run smoothly.
As a business administrator, your exact duties will depend on the employer and job role
but could include:
• dealing with queries on the phone, by email and on social media
• greeting visitors at reception
• creating letters, reports and other business documents
• updating computer records
• printing and photocopying items
• ordering office supplies
• setting up meetings and taking notes
What will a potential employer be looking for?
• good administration skills
• the ability to be thorough and be aware of details
• the ability to work well with others
• the ability to work on your own
• flexibility and open-ness to change
• good verbal communication skills
• the ability to use a computer and the main software packages competently.
The LifeSkills Business Administration study programme is designed to help you develop these skills and prepare you for whatever
career path you choose to follow. Once you have completed the course you could look to earn £14,000 a year in a junior role. As you
climb the ladder, £30,000 a year is certainly possible.
All of our programmes are designed to help you develop your English and Maths and improve your grades where needed. You will
also get the chance to get some local work experience and help you put what you have learnt on the course into practice and get
that vital experience on to your CV.
So no matter what type of business you want to work in, the Business Administration study programme could be your first step
in helping you get your first job or getting an apprenticeship.

www.nefa.co.uk
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C H O O S E Y O U R E D U C AT I O N PAT H WAY

Study Programmes
• Certificate in Fitness Instructing
• Construction
• Motor Vehicle
• Health & Social Care
• Business Admin
• Nail & Beauty

BTEC National Diploma in Sport, Fitness and Personal Training
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UCAS POINTS
Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended Diploma

Size band: 4+4=8
Grade bands: 4-14

Source: www.ucas.com/ucas/tariff-calculator
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ACCOMMODATION
For students not living in the South Yorkshire region NEFA does organise accommodation. This is in the form of the player/student being
placed with a host family.
The 2021/22 cost of this will be £500 per month and includes:
• All board and lodgings
• Three meals per day plus snacks
• Access to good wifi
All host families are vetted by NEFA and hold all relevant insurances and DBS checks.
Please inform us as part of your application if you require accommodation.
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TESTIMONIALS
Nathan Murr – NEFA graduate now a professional at Larne F.C in
Northern Ireland.
Nathan joined NEFA in 2018 after being released by Rotherham
United and excelled in his two years at NEFA.
Nathan said: “The last two years [with NEFA] have been really
good. I’ve improved a lot and it has prepared me to kick on to the
next level and the professional game. The coaching programme
has been a massive support, great coaching and advice. If you
trust the NEFA process, are open to learning and work hard, you’ll
get to where you want to be.
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Name: Brad Mears
Graduated: May 2018
Frickley 1st Team debut: October 2018
“I cannot believe how I have developed as a player if you’re ready and open to improve, this is the place
to do it – plus I’ve gained an excellent qualification”

Name: Lewis Szanto
Graduated: May 2018
Frickley 1st Team debut: April 2018
“I thought I understood football. I’m starting to now
but only because of the last two years with the staff
at NEFA”

NEFA Chief Executive, Ryan McKnight commented “These are the exact scenarios we are
working so hard to create for players at NEFA. Nathan, Brad and Lewis all really benefited
from the full-time development environment, they matched that with superb effort, an
openness to learn and a determination to improve. All of these factors saw them come
on in the two years they were with us and they were able to get back into the professional
and semi-professional game”.

www.nefa.co.uk
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MEET THE TEAM
The team at NEFA have completed a variety of roles in football and have accumulated knowledge from different education settings in the UK
and abroad. They have owned football clubs, held executive positions in the boardroom, coached within professional academies, managed in
semi–professional football and delivered courses for the English Football Association as well as many other roles!
This vast knowledge and experience allows us to give students a 360-degree view of the football industry. With our extensive networks in the
game, we can help facilitate progressions in the game we love.
All of our coaching team are UEFA Licensed coaches and have or are working towards a Master’s Degree in a football specialism. On top of
this, they were all educated by the World Football Academy, led by the World’s leading football education expert Raymond Verheijen.
So, come and meet the team...

Ryan McKnight - Chief Executive
After a professional football career in New Zealand. Ryan became the Editor-in-Chief of ‘Football Industry Group
magazine FC Business’, where he had access to most club owners and executives across Europe, which allowed him
to develop knowledge in best practice in football.
His next appointment was as Chief Executive of Stockport County, where he became the youngest Chief Executive
of a professional football club in the country at 30 years of age.
Other consultancy roles in football have led Ryan to work for the team he supports (Wolverhampton Wanderers)
as well as Port Vale. He is a guest lecturer on football business degree programmes across the UK and has made many appearances on
national radio and television discussing all matters of football business.
As well as his role of CEO at NEFA he co-leads on the Football Transfer Forum conference, a gathering of Sporting Directors, Agents and other
football professionals, and is currently working on a project with UEFA on football fandom.
He graduated from the University of Central England with a degree in Business, and holds the League Managers’ Association Certificate in
Football and Administration.
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Spencer Fearn - Director and Coach
The experiences and knowledge that Spencer possesses across a number of sectors is vast. He owns leading
education company, Life Skills, and has spent many years working in the education sector. He owns business in
consultancy and property and has spent some of his career in the music, boxing and rugby union sectors.
At 31 years of age, he became the youngest owner of a football club in Britain when he bought Scottish team East
Stirlingshire FC. Following on from this he spent 16 months at Stockport County as Vice Chairman.
His coaching pathway has seen him manage over 200 games in semi–professional football and he is currently in his
fourth season at Championship Club Sheffield Wednesday, where he is the Under 15 and 16 Coach.
Other work in the industry has included being a guest speaker on podcasts, working for football investors on acquisitions and delivering
education courses for coaches on behalf of the English Football Association.
Spencer’s qualifications are many; he is a Johan Cruyff Master of Coaching, Master in Sports Management and has Level 7 qualifications
in Strategic Management and Management. He is currently working towards the UEFA A Licence and not one, but two Master’s Degrees in
Football Performance and Coaching and the MSc Sporting Director.

Ben Nicholson - Coach
Ben has coached in professional football for 7 years, with the academies at Sheffield United, Chesterfield and
Sheffield Wednesday. He has multi-discipline expertise in coaching, teaching, strength and conditioning and
performance analysis, bringing a holistic approach to player development.
Ben has also led the analysis department at a semi–professional club developing individual feedback platforms and
analysis for the management team.
Ben holds the UEFA A Licence, has a BA in Physical Education and Sports coaching and a Master’s Degree in
Strength and Conditioning. He is currently working towards the UEFA Advanced Youth Award.

www.nefa.co.uk
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Ashley Vickers - Coach
Ash has great experience having worked in two professional academies at Barnsley and Huddersfield Town as well
as having National Championship success with Huddersfield New College. In addition, he was the Head of Football
at Huddersfield University for 3 years and coached within the English Schools Football Association with the England
Under-15 School Girls.
After a playing career at semi–professional level, he is now the Assistant Manager of Northern Premier League side
Pontefract, where he combines this role with NEFA.
He is currently working towards the UEFA A Licence and Master’s Degree in Football Performance and Coaching.

Kevin Noteman - Coach
Kevin Noteman is a former professional footballer, current UEFA A Licence coach who has over twenty years coaching experience
in professional academies.
Having played at Leeds United, Doncaster Rovers, Chester City and Mansfield Town Kevin brings with him a knowledge and
know-how that’s invaluable for our young players.
Kevin also currently works at Sheffield Wednesday, has a fantastic record of producing top players.

Nick Short - Sports Therapist
Nick plays a big role at NEFA in terms of injury prevention and rehabilitation. Alongside his role at NEFA he works for
Premier League club Leeds United within their Academy as a Sports Therapist.
He is also a qualified coach and works within schools, providing high quality sports and exercise interventions whilst
promoting fitness for mental and physical well-being.
Nick has a BSC in Sports Therapy and Exercise (2:1), a BTEC Diploma in Sports Science and has the Level 4 in
Trauma Medical Management.
27
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Nick Bailey - Head of Education
Nick is the Managing Director of partner company, Life Skills, and has worked in education for 17 years. He is the
lead for quality improvement within the company and is responsible for ensuring that the curriculum for each
student is individual, challenging and achievable.
Nick is also the company Safeguarding lead. Students have Personal Development Plans for their programmes and
these are monitored by Nick and his team.

www.nefa.co.uk
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HOW NEFA MODERATES
ITS COACHING
PROGRAMME
The quality of provision into our players is NEFA’s top priority.
We go above and beyond to make sure our sure programme is properly
moderated from an education and football perspective. This is how we do
it:
1. We benchmark all our processes, periodisation, coaching programme
and games programme against the very best in the world. Our inspiration
comes from the Belgian FA to the All Blacks.
2. We work with independent external quality improvement consultants
specialising in teaching and learning. They assess how our coaching
supports and enhances the educational arm of NEFA players and how we
can upskill and layer learning on both sides.
3. We also engage with elite Coach development advisors from UK Sport
(the UK’s high-performance governing body) who critique our coaches
from a football and leadership perspective.
4. Constant CPD (Continuing Professional Development) from some of the
leading programmes and practitioners across the globe.
We are constantly raising our bar and operate a growth mindset to our
performance all with the aim of giving the better possible outcome and
experience to our players.
#creatingfootballingfutures
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FEES & SUPPORT
There are no costs for the NEFA programme.
In fact we cover/reimburse the following:
• Public transport (from home to training, from training to college, college to home)
• NEFA provides you with full training, leisure and playing kit
• Monthly £40 cash bonus (as long as you have attended every football and college session)

www.nefa.co.uk
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NEXT STEPS
So you like what you’ve seen so far and want to get on board? Follow the steps below and come and join us for your journey into the professional football world...

Information
Gathering

STEP
1

Contact
Ryan
(See below)

STEP
2

Apply for
course

Pre-arrival
football
evaluation
and planning

Aug 2021
Start your
NEFA College
experience

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
5

Contact Ryan:
Email: ryan@nefa.co.uk
WhatsApp: 07743 061 264 to book a time
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@NEFAcademy
Nefa_academy
NEFA Academy
The North of England
Football Academy

NORTH OF ENGLAND FOOTBALL ACADEMY
Enterprise House
Bridge Street
Rotherham, England
S60 1QJ
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Email: ryan@nefa.co.uk
Phone: 07743 061 264

